Abstract. We define an algorithm for determining, in a linear number of symbolic steps, the biconnected components of a graph implicitly represented with Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams (OBDDs). Working on symbolically represented data has potential: the standards achieved in graph sizes (playing a crucial role, for example, in verification, VLSI design, and CAD) are definitely higher. On the other hand, symbolic algorithm's design generates constraints as well. For example, Depth First Search is not feasible in the symbolic setting, and our algorithm relies on the use of spine-sets, introduced in [8] for strongly connected components, as its substitute. Our approach suggests a symbolic framework to tackle those problems which are naturally solved by a DFS-based algorithm in the standard case.
Introduction
This paper follows [8] and elaborates on ideas presented there in order to solve a basic and classical algorithmic graph-theoretic problem, under the assumption of a symbolic representation of the data. The problem we tackle here is the determination of the biconnected components of an un-oriented graph and the main result consists in an algorithm that solves the problem in a linear number of symbolic steps. In [8] the algorithm presented was a routine to determine strongly connected components in, again, a linear number of symbolic steps.
The assumption that the data-the graph-is represented symbolically (i.e. via Ordered Binary Decision Diagram, see [5] ) is motivated by the new standards that this kind of representation allows to achieve when really large graphs need to be represented [6] . Symbolic representation, as opposed to the standard or explicit one, is based on a binary encoding of any object to be manipulated by the algorithm: nodes are (encoded as) sequences of 0's and 1's, edges become pairs of such sequences, and everything is represented as a set of the corresponding codes via characteristic functions. The important positive drawback of such a representation mainly consists in the space sharing that induces, which is the basic ingredient allowing the manipulation of extremely large data set (see [11, 6, 7] ).
Working on a symbolic representation of the data has potential but generates constraint as well: any flagging or the simple storing of information relative to each individual piece of data becomes impossible. On the other hand, the number of symbolic steps necessary for some of the basic operations changes drastically: in one symbolic steps the set of successors (predecessors) of a given set is computed and hence, for example, a breadth first visit costs a number of symbolic steps bounded by the diameter of the graph.
Our previous result on a symbolic algorithm was centered exactly on a problem which could be solved in linear time by a standard algorithm via an individual manipulation of the data: the algorithm by Tarjan for the determination of the strongly connected components of an oriented graph (see [13] ). In [13] depth first visit (DFS-visit) is used to determine an ordering in which the strongly connected components could be produced linearly. The idea that allowed us to establish a linear bound on the number of symbolic steps necessary to solve the strongly connected components problem (improving on previous attempts, see [4, 3] ) was to use the notion of spine-set. A spine-set represents a "maximum length" (chordless) path that plays in the symbolic setting the same role that the dfs-ordering plays in the explicit correspondent.
In this paper we reuse the notion of spine-set for the biconnectivity problem. Even though spine-sets alone do not solve the problem, as the reader can check in the rest of the paper they determine (a segment of) the "right" ordering in which a fast computation for biconnected components can take place. Moreover, spinesets can be computed in a linear amortized (symbolic) cost. Hence, the entire algorithm is based on an alternation of spine-sets' computations and biconnected components' productions.
Altogether, the result we obtain somehow suggests that the notion of spinesets is a natural substitute for the use of DFS in a symbolic setting. For lack of space we put all the proofs and further material in [9] (available via web).
Preliminaries
This preliminary section introduces biconnectivity giving the basic notions, simple results and non-standard definitions that we will use in the following.
From now on let G = V, E be a connected undirected graph that we assume to have |E| ≥ 1 and no self loops. A vertex a is said to be an articulation point of G if there exist two distinct vertices v = a and w = a such that every path between v and w contains a. A graph G is biconnected if it contains no articulation point. The biconnected components of a graph G = V, E can be defined upon the following equivalence relation on E. 
The following lemma, proved in [1] , gives useful information on biconnectivity.
Given an articulation point a in G, Definition 4, below, introduces a canonical way of splitting G into two subgraphs: by Lemma 1 there are at least two biconnected components containing a and the splitting takes place around one of them, say V * , E * , with a ∈ V * . As depicted in Figure 1 , one of the two subgraphs into which G gets splitted contains V * , E * (and it is called G(V * , a)). The other subgraph includes all the remaining biconnected components containing a (and is called G(V * , a) ). Definition 4 and Lemma 2 will be central in the design of our symbolic biconnectivity procedure. We denote by G (the nodes in) a simple path in the graph G. 
is an articulation point of G, then:
The result in Lemma 3 will be used in in Section 6. 
Lemma 3. Consider the set A G of articulation points of a graph
G. Given a ∈ A G let m G (a) (
Symbolic Representation and Manipulation of Graphs
We review here some basics on OBDDs and symbolic algorithms. (b 1 , . . . , b k ) . Collapsing bottom-up a BDT [10, 2] we obtain a directed rooted acyclic graph which compactly stores the same information through data-sharing. By introducing an ordering over the node labelling variables in such diagrams, Bryant [5] observed that it was possible to obtain a canonical representation and, consequently, a manipulation framework for boolean functions (the OBDDs).
The way OBDDs are usually employed to represent a graph G = V, E is based on the following further observations:
• each node is encoded as a binary number i.e. V = {0, 1}
v . Hence, a set U ⊆ V is a set of binary strings of length v = log(|V |) whose characteristic (boolean) function, χ U (u 1 , . . . , u v ), can be represented by an OBDD; To combine with ∪, ∩, and \ OBDD-represented vertex sets, it is sufficient to use the corresponding operations of logic composition over boolean functions. These operations, fully specified by Bryant in [5] , are particularly efficient in that their cost is linear in the sizes of the input OBDDs. The same cost is achieved by the operation pick(U ) that picks an element from the set U [4] . By the canonicity of the OBDD representation, the equality test can be implemented in constant time. Given a vertex set U , the graph operation of successor 1 (succ(U )), computes the (OBDD for the) set of nodes that have an edge to a vertex of U . In practical cases the cost of the operations succ, even thought acceptable, is the crucial one: indeed, its worst-case is exponential in the heights of the OBDDs for χ U and χ E [11, 12, 7] . Thus, in the area of symbolic computation, the operations of succ are referred as symbolic steps and symbolic (graph) algorithms are compared in terms of symbolic steps (see [4, 7, 12] ).
Spine-Sets: A Counterpart to DFS in Symbolic Setting
We now revise the notion of spine-set introduced in [8] and we link it to the biconnected components of a graph. Then, we briefly return on the sense in which spine-sets can be used as a substitute of DFS visit in the symbolic setting.
A (v 0 , . . . , v p ) . Though simple, Lemma 5 is significant in our context, in that it allows to view a spine-set as an implicitly ordered set. Both lemmas are proved in [8] .
Lemma 4. If S, v is a spine set in G, then there is a unique chordless path in G whose vertex set is S.

Lemma 5. If
Lemma 6 ultimately links spine-sets to the biconnected components of a graph. 
Lemma 6. Consider a spine-set,
−−−− v 0 . . . v p , in G = V,1. V * ∩ {v 0 , . . . , v p } = {v t , . . . , v p };
If v t is an articulation point then
−−−− v 0 . . . v t is a spine in G(V * , v t );
If a = v t , a ∈ V * is an articulation point and
Both the biconnectivity algorithm presented here and the strong connectivity algorithm in [8] use spine-sets to drive the computation on opportune breadth-first discovered -closed subgraphs. Thus, despite the vertex set is always explored in a breadth first search manner, globally, the biconnected components (strongly connected components) get produced in a piecewise depth first order.
Solving the Biconnectivity Problem on Symbolically Represented Graphs
The algorithm we propose uses a rather simple strategy to find the nodes of each biconnected component in an OBDD-represented graph G = V, E . Yet, this strategy would have a quadratic performance (in the number of vertices) if not properly combined with the notion of spine-set. Given an edge (u * , v * ) ∈ E, let V * be the vertex set of the biconnected component containing the edge (u * , v * ) ∈ E. The strategy for building V * relies on extending the vertex set B, initialized as B = {u * , v * }, maintaining the invariant below:
Invariant (1) ensures that B(⊇ {u * , v * }) induces a biconnected subgraph i.e. B ⊆ V * . Under the above invariant, a safe increasing of B is obtained by adding to B all nodes on simple paths between two nodes of B (simple paths reaching back B). The search for these paths could naturally take place from a node x ∈ B linked to some node outside B: a sort of exploration point for B.
We depict in Figure 2 a successful attempt of augmenting B ⊆ V * looking for paths that source from the exploration point x ∈ B, cross V \ B, and terminate at a node in B other than x. The set L 1 containing the successors of {x} in V \B is computed and then levels at increasing distance from L 1 are discovered. If a level L p intersecting B \ {x} is encountered, this guarantees the existence of some simple paths between two nodes of B.
If the overall process allows discovering only vertices outside B or equal to the exploration point, the attempt of growing B ⊇ {u * , v * } fails. In this case, invariant (1) ensures that the exploration point involved in the visit is an articulation point of G. This situation is exemplified in Figure  2 on the bottom, when we choose node a as the next exploration point for B. Always in Figure 2 , the set of nodes that can be reached using a as exploration point is the set of vertices of theclosed subgraph G(V * , a). This set of nodes can be ignored while extending B to compute V * , but it can be used used to localize the (recursive) computation of subsequent biconnected components. Summarizing, the above ideas lead to a recursive procedure in which the process of building the vertex set of each biconnected component V * , E * roughly results in subsequent breadth-first visits from a node of B ⊆ V * . Each visit either augmenting B ⊆ V * or discovering a -closed subgraph not containing V * , E * , on which a recursive call can take place.
The problem with the above approach, is that the symbolic steps performed to discover the subgraph G(V * , a) make the algorithm quadratic in the number of symbolic steps. For example, the procedures may have quadratic performances on a graph simply consisting of a chain of nodes.
The notion of spine-set allows to (piece-wise) drive in a depth-first fashion the order in which biconnected components are discovered so that the global number of symbolic steps becomes linear. The way spines are involved in the strategy described above is the following. Whenever the visit from an exploration point {a} of B results in a set of p levels outside B, these levels are used to build a spine-set in the graph G(V  *  , a) . Moreover, the order in which subsequent biconnected components are discovered in G(V * , a) is naturally given by the spine-set: the edge used to initialize B in G(V * , a) is an edge having v p as one of its end-points.
The linear performance of the full algorithm is a consequence of the following two facts: the spine-driven order in which biconnected components get computed ensures that the global number of symbolic steps necessary to obtain the subgraphs for the recursive calls is O(|V |) (stated another way, the spine-sets generated during the entire algorithm collect at most O(|V |) nodes); each remaining symbolic steps assign (at least) one node to its biconnected component.
Fig. 3. The Biconnected Components Algorithm for Symbolic Graphs
The Linear Biconnectivity Algorithm
The algorithm Symbolic-Bcc in Figure 3 Visit gets in input the exploration point X = {x} selected at line 9 in Symbolic-Bcc, the set B, the graph to explore V, E , and its spine S, N (collapsing in B). The procedure uses a stack of sets L to keep trace of levels at increasing distance from the set of nodes outside B ∪ S that are linked to the exploration point. Within each iteration of the loop at lines 7-10 of Visit, a new level is pushed onto L while either no new node can be discovered or a level intersecting B ∪ S is detected. In the first case the vertex set discovered is that of a -closed subgraph that is used for the next recursive call 2 . Lines 15-19 build a spine-set in such a subgraph by suitably selecting a node for each level popped out from L. In the second case, the vertex set discovered contains some simple path between the exploration point and a vertex in B ∪ S. The while-loop in lines 12-13 detects the vertex sets of those paths containing exactly one node for each level pushed onto L and whose last node belongs to B ∪ S. These nodes are assigned to the set C and will be added to B at line 14 of the main routine.
The purpose of the subprocedure Eat-Spine (see Figure 4) is that of augmenting B with the maximum suffix of the chordless path induced by the spineset that reaches back B. This ensures invariant (1) upon the termination of each Symbolic-Bcc loop iteration.
Correctness and Complexity Results
Lemma 7, below, provides four invariants for Symbolic-Bcc which essentially ensure its correctness. 
Theorem 2 states that
Symbolic-Bcc( G In = V In , E In , ∅, ∅ ) needs O(|V In |) symbolic steps to compute {V 1 , . . . , V n }, where { V 1 , E 1 . . . V n , E n } are
Conclusions
We think that a general approach to the design and analysis of efficient symbolic algorithms could benefit from the result presented here. At a general level, we believe that a study of symbolic versions of (weighted) graph algorithms, as well as algorithms operating on different basic data structures, is an interesting and exciting algorithmic field. At a more technical level the question of designing even faster symbolic algorithms for strongly connected/biconnected components (e.g. linear in the number of components) remains open. Moreover, it would be interesting to study special cases of more efficient implementation for the basic symbolic steps. The positive drawbacks given by the space reuse that is naturally forced by the symbolic representation of data could play a crucial role in any area in which large and loosely structured basic data objects must be manipulated.
